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K I C K I N G A N D G L I D I N G AT

LONE MOUNTAIN RANCH
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MELYNDA HARRISON

S

nugged into the valley in Big Sky, Lone
Mountain Ranch is both a step back in time
and a different world. Historic cabins are tucked
into the trees and along a little creek. From the
well-appointed outdoor shop, 35 km of packed
snowshoe trails and 85 km of professionally
groomed cross-country trails wind up mountains, along creeks, and around meadows.
It’s a serene Nordic world where visitors can relax and
recharge their batteries just an hour from Bozeman. Whether
it’s a week staying in a cabin, a moonlight sleigh ride to a rustic
dinner, or a day trip to burn calories on the trail, LMR caters to
every guest.
The combination of its proximity to Yellowstone National
Park and Big Sky Resort, being in the mountains, and the Nordic
ski system make it a great home base for winter recreation,” said
Paul Robertson, general manager of Lone Mountain Ranch.
LMR celebrated its 100th birthday in 2015. Before snowshoers,
skiers, and sleigh riders took over, The Clarence Lytle family worked cattle and horses, and cut hay. Over the decades, the
ranch changed hands several times, most recently in 2013 when
Makar Properties bought LMR out of a bank holding.
“People have been coming here since 1915,” said Robertson.
“It’s a time tested, authentic guest ranch experience.”
Robertson said they were slowly updating the 100-year-old
ranch while maintaining the historic character. It is the historic
aspect, along with modern conveniences and luxuries, which
make LMR such a special place. All the snow and trees don’t
hurt, either.
By the 1950s, LMR was a dude ranch, operating in the summer only. City slickers rode horses and packed into alpine lakes
and nearby Yellowstone. Meals were served family style in the
dining room, now called the B-K (pronounced B bar K), Today, families play board games around the fire in the B-K. While
summer in Montana is fleeting and gorgeous, those early visitors
missed out on the magical wonder that is winter at LMR.
Part of the magic comes from the kilometers and kilometers
of cross-country ski trails. A gruesome grind up Douglas-fir
covered hills from the base takes skiers to the upper trails where
they are likely to be skiing alone. With names like Siberia, Mongolia and Summit, it’s no surprise that these trails are far away
and up high. At 8,242 feet, Summit tops out the trail system and
provides excellent views before dropping down over 2,000 feet to
the lower meadow loops. This Nordic center has more vertical
feet than some alpine ski areas.
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INSIDE VS. OUTSIDE TURNS

A

t the end of most ski days, I wind down the highlights over a beer with my husband. He enjoys
teasing me about my ski instructor jargon. “Did
you have a strong inside half today?” he’ll ask jokingly.
That’s a phrase that instructors love to use, yet it makes
no sense to normal people. While I admit that we instructors can hardly resist delving into the abstractions
of ski technique, the concept of the inside and outside
parts of the body is one that is one worth exploring.
So bear with me as we get down with some ski nerd
conversation.
What do we mean by inside and outside?
Think of a ski turn as part of a circle. While turning left
(counterclockwise), your right ski is on the outside of
the curve and your left ski is on the inside. Stop reading
this for a moment, imagine turning left, and think about
what your skis are doing. During your imaginary left
turn (which really rocks, by the way!), your right ski is on
the outside of the curve, and it’s also the ski that is carrying most of your weight and dictating much of what’s
happening throughout the turn.
OK, are we solid on the basic concept? Let’s dig a
little deeper into this.
If you draw a line up the zipper of your jacket, you
can imagine separating your body into two halves:
the inside half and the outside half. In a left turn, the
outside part of your body would be your right ski, foot,
leg, hip, arm, and shoulder.
The outside part of your body is what puts energy
and drive into your turn. The inside part of your body
stays balanced and disciplined, and basically just has to
stay out of the way. What the inside part of your body
should not do is lean in toward the hill or get twisted up
in an effort to create rotation in your turn.

◆ Whole body leaning into
the hill. Hips and shoulders tilted
toward the inside of the turn.
◆ Weight is being pulled onto
inside foot (the skier’s left foot).
◆ Because of the weight on
the inside ski, it is turning more
sharply than the outside ski.
◆ More snow spraying off inside
ski than outside ski.
◆ Inside hand much lower
than outside hand, inside pole
dragging.
◆ Facial expression uncertain.
Lacks determination.

What should I do with the outside part of my body?
Start at the ski. As you begin a turn, focus your
weight onto your outside ski. Specifically, press on the
big toe of your outside foot. That is a good place to
direct your weight, because it keeps you forward and
puts you over the edge of your ski.
Everything else stacks up on top of that. Think of
balancing over that outside ski all the way through the
turn. It’s moving of course, so you need to move with
it. The moment you stop moving with your ski, you end
up in the back seat.
The amount of power you’ll deliver to your outside
ski depends on the snow and what kind of turn
you want. In soft snow, you can ease gently onto
the outside ski. In firm snow, steeps, or for shorter
turns, crank on your outside ski with more effort and
energy.
Your outside arm and shoulder can reach down toward the snow too. This sounds weird, but it helps you
commit your balance to the outside ski. It also helps
you keep your shoulders level and prevents you from
getting pulled to the inside of the turn.
What about the inside part of my body?
The inside part of your body is not just along for the
ride. Ideally, it’s actively counterbalancing what’s going
on with the outside part. Your job is to keep the inside
half of your body engaged and stable.
Again, starting at the ski: your inside ski carries much
less weight than the outside one, but it’s still engaged
all the way through the turn. Think of touching the
snow with the pinky toe of your inside foot. Don’t press
too hard, but do seek a connection underneath your
little toe.
To keep your inside foot light on the snow, your in-

UNBALANCED SKIER

❄
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side hip almost feels like it’s lifting up. The result is that
your hips stay level as the outside half pushes down
and the inside half elevates.
Lots of people crank out their turns by dipping their
shoulders into the turn and reaching for the snow with
their inside hand. Thanks to shaped skis and soft snow,
it works. And it’s fun. Who am I to tell you to stop doing
that? But if you want to ski with more precision, energy,
and efficiency, you might not want to make a habit of
that move. Instead, resist leaning into the hill and keep
your inside arm and shoulder lifted up so that your
shoulders can be horizontal instead of tilted into the
hill.
Here’s a quick barometer for you: as you ski
through a series of turns, try not to drag your inside
pole in the snow. This drill builds awareness more
than anything. If you feel yourself needing that inside
pole for support, you are likely sucking the power
out of your skiing. Instead, engage your core and try
to balance without leaning on your inside pole. Trust
that outside ski, and go ahead and stand on it. When
you do this you’ll find yourself stacked up more
athletically.
When everything aligns and you feel the outside
half of your body applying power while the inside
half stays agile and engaged, then you’ll know you’ve
entered a whole new world of ski nerd nirvana. “Dude,
check out my inside half,” you can say to your chairlift mates. They probably won’t know what the heck
you’re talking about, but hopefully they’ll nod and
smile anyway. ◆
Karin Kirk is a Bridger Bowl ski instructor, staff trainer and Ridge guide.
She and her husband love to talk ski nerdy to each other. Karin can be
reached at karin@kirkframeworks.com.

BALANCED SKIER

◆ Stacked over outside
foot (the skier’s right foot)
and pressuring outside ski.
◆ The skis are parallel.
◆ Both skis have a similar
edge angle.
◆ Hips, hands, and
shoulders are level.
◆ Inside pole not
dragging in the snow.
◆ Six-pack abs (not
shown) are helping to
maintain balance and
posture.

